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The CERN Advanced STORage manager (CASTOR) is used to archive to tape the physics data of past and present physics experiments. The 
current size of the tape archive is approximately 61PB. For reasons of physical storage space, all of the tape resident data in CASTOR are 
repacked onto higher density tapes approximately every two years. The performance of writing files smaller than 2GB to tape is critical in order to 
repack all of the tape resident data within a period of no more than 1 year. 

Implementing the delayed flushing of the tape-drive data-buffer 

•  Implemented using immediate tape-marks from version 2 of the SCSI standard 

•  CERN worked with the developer of the SCSI tape-driver for Linux to implement 

  support for immediate tape-marks 

•  Support for immediate tape-marks is now available as an official SLC5 

  Kernel-patch and is in the vanilla Linux-Kernel as of version 2.6.37  

Methodology used when modifying legacy code 

•  The legacy tape reader/writer is critical for the safe storage and retrieval of data 

•  Modifications to the legacy tape reader/writer were kept to a bare minimum 

•  It is difficult to test new code within the legacy tape reader/writer, therefore 

  unit-tests were used to test the new code separately  

•  Used the unit-testing framework for C++ named CPPUnit 

•  Developed 189 unit-tests so far 

•  Tests range from simple object instantiation through to testing TCP/IP 

  application-protocols 

Results 
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3 flushes per file 

Average file-size ≈ 290 MB 

Overall 
increase 
≈ ×10 

Efficiency increase 
≈ ×3 for average file size 
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Original architecture before improved write efficiency – 3 flushes per file 

3 flushes 
≈ 5 seconds 

≈ 1.2 GB that could 
have been written 

Architecture after first deployment – 1 flush per file 
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≈ 1.667 seconds 
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Minor modification to the 
legacy tape reader/writer 

Architecture of second deployment – 1 flush per N GB 
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Unlike the legacy 
tape transfer-
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tape-gateways 
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After N files, 1.667 
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More efficient 
bulk-protocol 


